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Abstract—There is an ongoing controversy in the literature related
to the biological effects of weak, low frequency electromagnetic
fields. The physical arguments and interpretation of the experimental evidence are inconsistent, where some physical arguments and
experimental demonstrations tend to reject the likelihood of any
effect of the fields at extremely low level. The problem arises of
explaining, how the low-energy influences of weak magnetic fields
can compete with the thermal and electrical noise of cells at normal
temperature using the theoretical studies. The magnetoreception in
animals involve radical pair mechanism. The same mechanism has
been shown to be involved in the circadian rhythm synchronization in
mammals. These reactions can be influenced by the weak magnetic
fields. Hence, it is postulated the biological clock can be affected
by weak magnetic fields and these disruptions to the rhythm can
cause adverse biological effects. In this paper, likelihood of altering
the biological clock via the radical pair mechanism is analyzed to
simplify these studies of controversy.
Keywords—Bio-effect, biological clock, magnetoreception, radical
pair mechanism, weak magnetic field.

I. I NTRODUCTION
magnetic field is produced by the moving charges, i.e.
the current and the strength of the field is determined
by the amount of the current flow. The main characteristics of
the magnetic fields are its frequency and strength. The fields
of different frequencies and strengths influence the biology
in different ways. The strength of the fields depends on the
power of the signal and the temperature rise in the tissues due
to external fields depends on the strength. The thermal effects
can occur from high power fields whereas non-thermal effects
are caused from weak low power fields. Adverse biological
consequences due to the thermal effects of exposure to high
power magnetic fields are well understood to date. This is
the foundation for the standards for limiting human exposure
to such fields. Over the past few decades a controversy has
arisen over possible adverse biological effects due to the
exposure to low power, low frequency electromagnetic fields.
Epidemiological evidence and laboratory based measurements
of biological activity [1] in support of the hypothesis and proposed theoretical models [2], [3] to evaluate these evidences
have been subjected to considerable criticism [4], [5].
There is a recent development of magnetoreception in
animals, i.e. the ability to detect the earth’s magnetic field
information [6], [7]. Magnetoreception does occur in the
photoreceptors where this process involves cryptochromes.
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These are a group of photosensitive proteins that contain flavin
adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and involved in the biological
rhythms of plants and animals [8]. Latest evidence indicates
that the magnetoreception in birds involves a radical pair
mechanism in the cryptochrome. These chemical reactions
can be influenced by the weak magnetic fields [9]. Hence
the ambient magnetic field affects the cryptochrome dependent
response pathways. The cryptochrome1 levels were higher in
the seedlings that had been grown in the magnetic field of 500
μT [10]. The cryptochrome has been shown to be involved in
biological rhythm synchronization in mammals [11]. The role
of cryptochromes in the rhythms suggests the possibility of the
magnetic field effects on the biological clock. It is postulated
that the biological clock can be affected by weak magnetic
fields and these disruption to the rhythms in the longer term
is believed to have significant adverse health consequences.
The melatonin production is inhibited by the disruption of the
circadian rhythm and this may increase the risk of developing
cancer [12], [13].
The Drosophilas circadian clock is sensitive to the magnetic
fields and this depends on the activation of cryptochrome and
on the applied field strength [6]. The flies exposed to the static
magnetic fields enhanced slowing of clock rhythms and this
effect was maximal at 300 μT [11]. The magnetic fields of
50 Hz influenced the biological clock activity when the field
was directed in the horizontal plane of the rat brain [14]. The
biological rhythms can be shifted from the chemicals, light intensity and wavelengths [15], [16] whereas magnetoreception
also depends on the intensity and wavelength of light [17]. The
biological effects are caused when the radical pair process is
influenced by the weak magnetic fields such that the biological
rhythms are altered as shown in Fig. 1.
The possibility of altering the biological clock via the
radical pair mechanism is reviewed in this paper in order to
explain the influences of weak magnetic fields on the biology.
First the biological rhythms and then the magnetoreception in
animals are discussed. After that the key terms involved in
the radical pair mechanism such as the Zeeman effect and
the hyperfine interaction are explained before describe the
radical pair mechanism. In the result and discussion section
the influence of magnetic fields on the chemical reaction rates
are explained. Finally the issues of this mechanism are raised
in the conclusion.
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III. M AGNETORECEPTION

Fig. 1. The radical pair process takes place in the cryptochrome photoreceptor
in the retina when it is exposed to light. Complex patterns of signals
generate responses in the retina because of various orientations of radical
pair with the external magnetic fields. The retinal ganglion cells collectively
transmit these signals from the retina to several regions in the thalamus,
hypothalamus.etc. The primary clock, which is located in the hypothalamus
receives inputs from the specialized photoreceptive retinal ganglion cells, via
the retinohypothalamic tract and it is responsible for controlling the circadian
rhythms. Hence, altering the radical pair process by an external field will
influence the biological clock.

II. B IOLOGICAL R HYTHMS
The timing and duration of biological processes is known as
rhythms. These are the fundamental elements of living beings
and occur in animals, plants and microbial organisms. There
are several important rhythms such as the circadian rhythm,
roughly a 24 hour cycle; infradian rhythms, cycles longer than
a day such as reproduction cycles; ultradian rhythms, cycles
shorter than 24 hours, such as cycle of growth hormone production; and gene oscillations where some genes are expressed
more during certain hours of the day [18], [19]. These rhythms
include the blood pressure, body temperature, hormone levels,
number of immune cells in blood, sleep-wake cycle, migration,
cellular regeneration and leaf movements [20]. The primary
circadian “clock” in mammals and birds is located in the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus where
as in the microbial organisms the individual cells themselves
regulate the circadian rhythms. The SCN receives information
about light through the eyes. The retina of the eyes contains
the photoreceptors as well as retinal ganglion cells which
convert the light to electrical signals. Thus, the SCN takes
the information from the retina, interprets, and passes it [7].
The peripheral oscillators, which are more or less independent
circadian rhythms, are found in the lung, liver, pancreas,
spleen, thymus and the skin [20].
Several genes and proteins involved in the clock regulations
through the positive and negative feedback loops [20], [21].
The SCN cells in mammals contain several proteins; clock,
cycle, period and cryptochrome [20]. In cyanobacteria the
clock involves three major proteins; kaiA, kaiB and kaiC [22].
The rhythms generated within the organisms can be entrained
by the external cues. Entrainment is the process of shifting
the rhythm and these factors are light intensity, wavelength
(or color) of light, temperature and certain chemicals [15],
[16].
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IN

A NIMALS

Most of the animals such as birds, tortoises, fish, rats,
chicks, pigeons, monkeys and flies sense the earth’s magnetic
field [23], [24]. Birds can use the geomagnetic field as a
source of navigational information. This has been explained
using torque on the ferromagnetic particles and modulation
of chemical reaction rates [25]. The magnetic vector provides
the directional information and the magnetic intensity or inclination gives the positional information [7]. The radical pair
mechanism involves in the direction finding and the positional
information detection involves the iron-rich particles, such as
magnetite. The photoreceptors which are capable of detecting
the light and converting it to an electrical signal have been
found in the eyes of mammals. The behavioral studies suggest
that the photoreceptors contain a protein called cryptochrome
containing FAD which involved in the magnetoreception process [7]. The birds obtain the magnetic information from the
entire short-wavelength part of the spectrum. If the ambient
light is of higher energy (i.e. blue, green, white) then the
birds show a strong preference for a specific direction. If the
ambient photons are of low energy (i.e. yellow, red), then
the birds preferred direction becomes random. A very small
oscillating field can disrupt the magnetic orientation behavior.
The migratory birds can be disturbed by the weak radio
frequency magnetic fields with the frequencies in the MHz
range. The birds exposed to weak fields of frequencies from
0.1 to 10 MHz, were found to be disoriented when these fields
were presented at a 240 or 480 angle, but the birds were well
oriented when the same fields were presented parallel to the
earth magnetic field [7], [26]. Another important property is
the limitation of birds’ magnetoreception to a narrow range of
magnetic field intensities [17]. Some experiments demonstrate
the pigeon’s ability to detect differences in magnetic intensity
[27].

IV. R ADICAL PAIR M ECHANISM
An atom or a molecule with an unpaired electron is called
a radical. The electron nuclear spin motion of the radical pair
is described by Hamiltonian as
H=


k

a1k S1 Ik +



a2l S2 Il + μB(g1 S1 + g2 S2 )

l


−J

1
+ 2S1 S2
2


(1)

where a1k , a2l are the hyperfine interaction constant, S1 ,
S2 are the electron spins, Ik , Il are the nuclear spins, μ
is Bohr constant, B is the magnetic field, g1 , g2 are the gfactors of two radicals and J is the exchange interaction [28].
The first two terms in the equation (1) represent the hyperfine
interaction between the unpaired electron spins and the nuclear
spins. The third term is the Zeeman effect which accounts the
interaction between the electron spin and the magnetic field.
The last term is the exchange interaction between the unpaired
electron spins.
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several components in the presence of a static magnetic field
(Fig. 3) is called the Zeeman effect. The distance between the
Zeeman sub-levels is proportional to the magnetic field [33].
C. Exchange Interaction

Fig. 2.

The hyperfine interaction.

The exchange interaction, J, is the interaction between
the unpaired electron spins of the two radicals [34]. This
interaction lifts the triplet states away from the singlet states
reducing singlet-triplet interconversion. The exchange interaction decreases with the increasing pair separation. At a certain
distance J becomes negligible and singlet-triplet interconversion becomes feasible. The energy difference between the
singlet and the triplet state is 2J [35].
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D. Singlet-Triplet Interconversion

Fig. 3. The Zeeman effect in the presence of a magnetic field splits the
energy levels to sub levels.

A. Hyperfine Interaction
Intra-radical coupling between the magnetic moment of an
atomic nucleus and the magnetic moment of an unpaired
electron is called the hyperfine interaction [29]. The electronnuclear coupling depends on the orientation of the molecule
in an external magnetic field as shown in Fig. 2 [30]. The spin
state is called as singlet state (S) when the orientation of spins
are anti-parallel. When the spins are aligned parallel, three
triplet states (T−1 , T0 , T+ ) are resulted [31]. The hyperfine
interaction drives the interconversion of the singlet and triplet
states of the radical pair and allows it to be modified by an
external magnetic field [32].
B. Zeeman Effect
The molecules and the atoms exist in different energy
levels. These molecules can jump from one energy level to
another by absorbing or radiating energy. The frequency of
the radiation is determined by the size of the jump that is
the difference between the energy levels. These frequencies
are called spectral lines. The splitting of a spectral line into
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A photo-excited molecule, transfers an electron to another
molecule, resulting in a radical pair. The oscillations between
the singlet and the triplet states at a variety of frequencies
are determined by the strengths of the hyperfine interaction
[31]. However, the singlet and triplet pairs will react to give
distinct products, thus reducing the amount of radical pairs.
The Zeeman effect due to an external field can affect the
frequency of this process and hence alter the reaction rates and
the products formed from the S and T radical pairs [31]. If the
exchange interaction is zero (J = 0) and when the magnetic
field strength is smaller than the hyperfine coupling strength,
singlet-triplet interconversion is enhanced, thus increasing the
triplet yield [36]. If the field strength is significant compared
to the hyperfine interaction, the Zeeman interaction shifts
the energy of the triplet states away from the singlet state
energy. Due to this the numbers of triplet states which can
be converted in to singlet states are reduced. Only the T0
state is available for singlet-triplet interconversion [34]. If
the J is large, singlet-triplet interconversion is not possible
even at zero magnetic fields. However, at a specific magnetic
field when the Zeeman energy matches the electron exchange
interaction energy, the hyperfine interaction becomes feasible
and singlet-triplet interconversion can be facilitated [35]. If
the two radicals have different g-factors it will only induce S
to T0 spin interconversion, which is independent of hyperfine
interaction. This mechanism is significant for large magnetic
fields since the difference in g-factors are quite small [34].
E. Chemical Reaction Rates
A magnetic field dependent reaction scheme is shown in
Fig 4 [37]. Here, the atoms or molecules subjected to the
radical pair formation is taken as an light absorbed enzyme,
FAD∗ , and amino acid Tryptophan, Trp(H). The FAD∗ and
the Trp(H) react via the forward rate constant k1 to form
FAD∗ Trp(H) enzyme-acid complex. The singlet enzyme-acid
complex, S [FAD•− + Trp(H)•+ ], is produced through forward
rate constant k2 and singlet triplet interconversion is occurred
due to the magnetic field dependent rate constant, kisc . Here,
T
[FAD•− + Trp(H)•+] is the triplet enzyme-acid complex.
The forward reaction rate constant k3 forms the enzyme-acid
complex (FAD Trp(H))∗ from the singlet and triplet states. The
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Fig. 4. A radical pair reaction. The light absorbed FAD∗ enzyme and Trp(H) acid react via the forward rate constant k1 and form FAD∗ Trp(H) enzyme-acid
complex. The singlet enzyme-acid complex, S [FAD•− + Trp(H)•+ ], is produced through the forward rate constant k2 and singlet triplet interconversion is
occurred due to the magnetic field dependent rate constant, kisc . The forward reaction rate constant k3 forms the enzyme-acid complex (FAD Trp(H))∗ from
the singlet and the triplet states. The product P and FAD release is done via the rate constant k4 .

products P and FAD release is done via the rate constant k4 .
The backward reaction rates are k−1 and k−2 . The chemical
rates involved in this reaction scheme are in the microsecond
to nanosecond time range [38]. The magnetic field effect is
observed when k4 >> k2 [39], [40].
The magnetic field dependent rate constant for zero field
(B = 0) is
⎡
⎤

k−2 + 2k3
⎢
⎥ a 2
kisc (0) = 3 ⎣ 
(2)
⎦
2
4
k−2
a 2
+
k
+
2J
+
3
2
2
and for high field (B >> A) limit is


k−2 + 2k3
kisc (B)
=
( k−2 + k3 )2 + (2J)2 )
 2
2 

(Δω)2 + ( a4 )2 + γ (Δω)2 + ( a4 )2 )


(3)
,
×
1 + γ (Δω)2 + ( a4 )2
where
γ=

1
k3 (k−2 + k3 )



(k−2 + 2k3 )2
(k−2 /2 + k3 )2 + (2J)2


,

and Δω = ΔgμB/(2h̄) [39]. Here, a is the hyperfine interaction constant (rad/s), Δg is the difference between g-factors
of two radical, μ is the Bohr constant, B is the magnetic field
and h̄ is the reduced Plank constant. When J ≈ 0 and for the
zero magnetic field and very weak magnetic fields (B << A),
Δω becomes negligible. Hence, only the hyperfine interaction
drives singlet-triplet crossing between the S and T−1 , T0 ,
T+ states. The high field limit is obtained for B >> A
where only S to T0 interconversion exists. If the g-values are
different, intersystem crossing between the S and the T0 states
is provided additionally
interaction where

to the hyperfine
Δω ≈ ΔgμB/(2h̄) + a1k m1k − a2l m2l and m is the
spin states of the nucleus on radicals [35].
V. R ESULTS

AND

D ISCUSSION

The living cells are electrically noisy due to the random
movements of ions and charged molecules. The average thermal energy per particle is higher than the energy of magnetic
interaction per particle involved in the radical-pair processes
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under environmental conditions. However, the spin of electrons
is weakly coupled to the thermal bath [41]. The presence
of the noise does not always hinder the efficiency of an
information process and the biological systems provide an
efficient performance assisted by a noisy environment [32].
The lifetime of the radical pair is in microsecond range. Hence,
the effects of magnetic fields are frequency independent up to
few megahertz. However, experiments show the radicals can
be altered by static and 50 or 60 Hz magnetic fields [42], [43].
The thermal relaxations are in the nanosecond range, thus, the
question of whether the radical pair is altered by the thermal
noise is still unanswered. The ratio of kisc (B)/kisc (0) can be
obtained from the equations (2) and (3). In order to consider
the AC magnetic fields effect, B in Δω is replaced by B
= BDC + BAC cos ωAC t where BDC , BAC are the strength
of DC and AC magnetic fields and ωAC is the frequency of
AC magnetic field. The variation of this ratio with AC and
DC magnetic fields is shown in Fig. 5. For higher magnetic
fields (B >> A), the magnetic field dependent rate constant
kisc increases with the increasing AC and DC magnetic fields.
The reaction rates are affected by the static magnetic fields
than the alternating magnetic fields based on Fig. 5. For an
example when kisc (B)/kisc (0) decreases with the increasing
DC magnetic field and increases after a certain DC magnetic
field when BAC = 0.5 mT, A = 1 μT, ωAC = 0.25 rad/s,
J = 0.05 μT and t = 10 s. This is mainly due to the
variation of Δω with the magnetic field. When BDC < 0.4
mT (B >> A), the recombination increases because of the
Zeeman effect. At higher magnetic fields (BDC > 0.4 mT)
due to the Δg mechanism singlet to triplet interconversion
increases. If J is significant (≈ 0.25 mT) it inhibits singlettriplet interconversion when Δω < 2J. However, the effect of J is compensated by Δω when Δω > 2J. The
ratio kisc (B)/kisc (0) changes as shown in Fig. 6 when the
static magnetic field is fixed and the hyperfine interaction
constant is changed. At higher hyperfine constant A > 0.4
mT, kisc (B)/kisc (0) began to decreases with the increasing
magnetic field and after a certain magnetic field value it again
started to increase. As an example when A = 1 mT and
BAC varies from 10 mT to 30 mT where BDC is fixed
at 1 mT the recombination of radicals increases. This is
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VI. C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 5. The ratio of kisc (B)/kisc (0) with AC and DC magnetic field
strength. Here k−2 = 1.6 × 106 s−1 , k3 = 3.3 × 106 s−1 , Δg = 0.05,
2J = 0.1 μT, ωAC = 0.25 rad/s, t = 10 s, a = 10 μT.
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and hence, the radical pair process can occur and the chemical
reaction rates of the radical pair mechanism can be changed
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the radicals when the exchange interaction is zero. Our results
show that for non-zero (very weak) exchange interaction the
recombination is reduced even in a high magnetic field when
the g-factors in radicals are slightly different. The magnetic
field dependent rate constant changes with the magnetic fields
according to our results. We suggest this process can be
occurred in the living organisms influencing the biological
clock. Thus, the bio-effects can be arisen due to the weak
magnetic fields even the magnetic fields are much higher than
the hyperfine coupling strength. However, since the relaxation
time of the thermal noise is in the nanosecond range, the
question of whether the radical pair mechanism is altered by
the thermal noise is still unanswered.
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due to the Zeeman splitting which occur with the increasing
magnetic field where only S to T0 interconversion exists. The
radical pair recombination is reduced at the higher AC fields
(BAC > 30 mT) by increasing the magnetic field dependent
reaction rate. This is because of the slightly different g-factors
in the two radicals.
It is argued the external weak magnetic fields interact
with biology through the radical pair mechanism because the
radicals are highly reactive due to the unpaired electrons. An
increase in free radical can affect various biological processes
such as gene expression, release of calcium, alter spontaneous
and induced DNA damage, cell growth and death [44]. Our
results indicate the chemical reaction rates in the radical pair
mechanism change due to the magnetic fields. These changes
in reaction rates suggest the possibility of variation in the
signals go to the primary and peripheral clocks which in turn
alter the biological rhythms.
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